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ABSTRACT

The European Commission has recently proposed to upend decades of international tax
cooperation and introduce a new three percent tax on corporate turnover from digital advertising
and online intermediation services. The proposal is not just remarkable for the actual design of
the tax; it is equally notable that the digital services tax is proposed without any supporting
evidence that it is in EU Member States’ economic and fiscal interest to tax digital business
models differently. The proposed tax on turnover would undoubtedly have direct and indirect
consequences for many firms and for economic activity, and it is neither reasonable nor credible
to assume that this tax would not have enough impact on EU economies to warrant a full
tax-economic impact analysis. The Commission’s own impact assessment was sharply criticised
by the EU’s Regulatory Scrutiny Board. Simplistic and narrow in scope, the Commission’s
assessment fails to take account of the most common consequences of business taxes and any
policymaker who cares about the health of Europe’s economy should send back these proposals
to the Commission and ask for a response to the following five questions: first, what is the
incidence of the proposed digital services tax – that is, who will actually carry the economic
burden of the tax? Second, won’t the digital services tax impact on downstream output and
offline sales? Third, won’t the digital services tax particularly hurt SMEs and micro businesses
and change competition between large and small firms? Fourth, won’t a digital services tax
effectively become a tax on investment in the EU? And lastly, won’t this tax become a levy on
innovation, economic renewal and economic convergence in the EU?

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a campaign underway for introducing new taxes on digital services – or firms with
certain digital business models. For its part, the European Commission has recently proposed
to introduce an EU-wide revenue tax on advertisement and online intermediation services: the
digital services tax.1 This tax would directly target large and highly innovative technology-driven
companies like Google, Facebook, and Microsoft.2 But these companies are hardly the only
casualties of the digital services tax. The tax would impact on those consuming digital services,
particularly SMEs and micro businesses and their employees and customers. Unlike corporate
income tax that applies to profits, the effect of a revenue tax would be far wider and have an
impact on Member States’ economies. No tax has neutral economic effects – and certainly not
taxes on revenues. Just like other taxes on corporates, firms will respond to the digital services tax
and the response is dependent on their capacity to ultimately avoid bearing the cost of the taxes.
Ultimately, this is a tax that would have to be paid by workers and the micro entrepreneurs that
use the services. In addition, it is not a distant notion that some firms, especially those that are
loss-making or operating at low-profit margins, will have to go out of business or make strategic
decisions to exit particular markets that are not economically viable.
Every observer of taxes knows they have direct and indirect effects. A tax on the gross revenues
of digital service suppliers would substantially impact on the overall effective tax burden,
On 21 March 2018, the Commission proposed a special tax on certain digital services and presented it as a tax on
large “digital” companies (European Commission 2018a; 2018b).
2
Due to its applicable thresholds for turnovers, the taxes proposed by the European Commission would almost
exclusively affect the revenues of companies that are currently headquartered in the US, namely those providing
digital advertising and online intermediation services, e.g. Google, Amazon, Facebook, Uber, AirBnb – companies
which have been explicitly outlined in the European Commission’s “Draft Justification for EU Action” from 26
February 2018. Based on the design, architecture and revealing structure of the Commission’s proposal, the US
government is likely to come to the conclusion that the measures constitute a disguised restriction on international
trade. And indeed, the US government already signalled to challenge the European Commission’s proposals for a
new EU-wide digital tax, warning to take the Commission’s plans to a tribunal of the WTO (Handelsblatt Global
2018; FAZ 2018).
1
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particularly the tax burden of low profitability or loss-making companies, with adverse effects
on solvency and downstream companies that depend on digital services. Remarkably, the wider
effects of the digital services tax have not yet been assessed by the EU. Even more remarkable,
two days after the release of the legislative proposals, the EU’s own Regulatory Scrutiny Board
sharply criticised the Commission for not putting forward an adequate analysis of the magnitude
of the underlying problem and for not quantifying the economic costs and regulatory burdens
that would result from a new tax or a new definition of the tax base (RSB 2018).
Importantly, the impact assessment by the Commission does not even provide information
that is needed to assess whether digital taxes actually would have the intended effects. The
Commission does not address the highly critical matter of tax incidence, i.e. who is bearing the
financial burden of the digital services tax. Nor does it provide information about the impact
on the behaviour of firms and individuals, which will be directly and indirectly affected, and
their incentives to produce, invest and consume. Finally, the systemic implications for future
economic development (dynamic, i.e. medium to long-term, effects) and the prospects for
economic renewal and convergence in the EU are entirely neglected despite the fact that the tax
aims to target companies that represent a substantial part of innovation in Europe’s economy.
This paper will raise the questions that policymakers will have to respond to if they insist on
the merits of the proposed digital services tax. Section 2 will outline the major features of
the European Commission’s proposals and look at the broader policy narrative for why the
Commission and some Member State governments want to take particular action against socalled digital firms. Section 3 outlines what the Commission has to do now to allay concerns
that the digital tax proposal is a pure political product with few linkages to serious tax analysis.
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. THE EU’S PROPOSAL FOR TAXES ON REVENUES FROM CERTAIN DIGITAL SERVICES

The European Commission has set out its ambition for digital taxation in two new proposals.
The first proposal is about so-called “digital presence” or “virtual permanent establishment”,
which is the Commission’s preferred long-term legislation. It is based on the assumption that
“digital” businesses should be taxed where they have significant interaction with users “through
digital channels”. In practice, the proposal aims to tax so-called digital platforms (two-sided
markets), thus enabling EU governments to tax profits that are “generated” in their territory
even if businesses do not have a physical presence there. The right to tax would only apply to
digital platforms that meet at least one of the following criteria: 1) it exceeds a threshold of
seven million EUR in annual revenues in a Member State, 2) it has more than 100,000 users
in a Member State in a taxable year, and 3) over 3,000 business contracts for digital services are
created between the company and business users in a taxable year.
Even though the Commission explicitly acknowledges global efforts within the G20 and the
OECD to reform current principles and treaties on corporate income tax, it still proposes an
interim tax on “certain revenues” from digital services that “escape the current tax framework
entirely”. Accordingly, the second proposal suggests a tax on “revenues created from activities
where users play a major role in value creation”. This tax would be imposed on 1) revenues from
selling online advertising space, 2) revenues from digital intermediary activities, which allow
users to interact with other users and which can facilitate the sale of goods and services between
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them, and 3) revenues created from the sale of data generated from user-provided information.3
A tax of three percent is envisaged for companies with total annual worldwide revenues of 750
million EUR and intra-EU revenues of 50 million EUR. Tax revenues would be collected by the
Member States where the users are located.
This tax initiative reflects the conclusions of the European Council of December 2017 and the
preference of some governments to introduce a digital tax. Before that summit, ten EU Finance
Ministers co-signed a joint political statement in favour of “a so-called ‘equalisation tax’ on the
turnover generated in Europe by the digital companies.” The Council, however, did not provide
any suggestions for the actual design of a digital tax or the defining characteristics of a digital
corporation. Aware of national obligations in international tax agreements, the Council rather
demanded that an “equalisation levy based on revenues from digital activities in the EU” should
“remain outside the scope of double tax conventions concluded by Member States.” (European
Council 2017 pp. 1).

3. FIVE QUESTIONS FOR PIERRE MOSCOVICI

Who will actually pay for the digital services tax?
The European Commission does not say much about the impact of the digital services tax.
Importantly, the Commission has completely ignored the most critical aspect of any tax on a
corporation: who will actually bear its economic burden? Or to put it simply: who will actually
pay for it?
This is important because it is only people – not organisations – that can bear the burden of a
tax (see, e.g., Harberger 1962; Vasquez-Ruiz 2011; Fuest 2013). In most countries, firms are
required to pay corporate taxes to national tax authorities, but they are ultimately not those
carrying the cost of a tax. For firms, any tax is a cost that will be covered by other sources than
the corporate entity and, therefore, only individuals can bear that economic burden. Economists
call this the “effective incidence” of the tax. For taxes on corporate income and revenues, the
financial burden of the tax is borne by its owners (shareholders), creditors, employees, suppliers
and its customers – to different extents.
That is exactly what makes new types of corporate taxes important to analyse before they are
introduced. A credible analysis of the digital services tax has to take account of the tax incidence.
For instance, the customers of a taxed firm can bear the financial burden through higher prices.
Employees of the taxed firm can be affected by layoffs or lower wages. Suppliers to the taxed
firm may have to sell at lower prices or, as a second-round effect, reduce wages or lay off workers
too. The literature about the incidence of taxes is extensive and established organisations for
international economic cooperation – e.g. the OECD and the IMF – have a vast reservoir of
knowledge of the incidence of specific corporate taxes.4
Theoretically, both corporate income and revenue taxes can ultimately fall on a firm’s shareholders
through lower returns, and this seems to be the underlying assumption in the Commission’s own

Following the Directive’s applicable definitions, advertising services are “services consisting in the placing on a
digital interface of advertising targeted at users of that interface; as well as the transmission of data collected about
users which has been generated from such users’ activities on digital interfaces. Online intermediation services are
“services consisting in the making available of multi-sided digital interfaces to users, which may also be referred to
as “intermediation services”, which allow users to find other users and to interact with them, and which may also
facilitate the provision of underlying supplies of goods or services directly between users.”
4
Various assessments about the impact of digital taxes can be found in OECD 2018, 2017a, 2017b, 2017c.
3
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analysis.5 However, the design of the digital services tax, platform network effects and the current
competitive landscape of online platforms suggest that customers, both B2B and eventually final
consumers, will bear a much larger part of the burden than shareholders. This distribution of
effects is generally critical to understand in order to have efficient taxes. In the case of the digital
services tax, it is even more important: the Commission is branding the digital tax as a measure
to improve tax fairness, but it does not present any evidence suggesting that these taxes will
actually be paid by resourceful shareholders rather than margin-squeezed suppliers, customers,
workers and the great number of self-employed persons depending on digital services.
What if the main casualty of the digital services tax is self-employed persons and workers
employed by those firms that benefit and largely depend on digital advertising and online
platform sales, e.g. online traders, restaurants and hospitality businesses? That is not a distant
notion. Much of the focus in the empirical literature concerns the allocation of the corporate
tax burden between owners of capital, workers and consumers. Thereby, studies take account of
the openness and size of the economy, capital/labour and product substitution elasticities inside
a country or across countries, and specific factors related to a sector or if there are alternative
products available (Clausing 2012; Vasquez-Ruiz 2011). Ideally, a proper assessment about how
the burden of a tax on corporate income – or corporate revenue – is apportioned between
workers, suppliers, customers and owners would require analysis at firm level rather than merely
looking at aggregate variables. Firm-level studies are, however, scarce. But studies that focus on
aggregates, e.g. groups of corporations and ranges of wages, find that workers generally bear the
largest share of the burden, estimated to amount to 50 to 70 percent of the revenues raised from
corporate taxes. For the digital services tax, this would include a vast number of self-employed
persons.
Only the remainder of the burden goes to customers, suppliers and shareholders, depending
on how much alternative choice they face and how mobile they are. As a general rule: the more
mobile shareholders, suppliers and customers are, the lower the burden borne by them will
be, and the more goes to those who are immobile. Owners and shareholders, whose capital is
fairly mobile internationally, are generally well-equipped to divest in a high-tax jurisdiction to
escape the tax and move capital to low-tax jurisdictions which offer better risk-return profiles.
Suppliers, which are generally less mobile, can only escape lower prices if they find customers
that are willing to pay more for the products and services they offer. Customers, which are
usually relatively immobile, would have to go for alternative goods and services to avoid paying
more.6 Workers are the least mobile factor.
As customers (B2B and B2C) tend to be less mobile than capital and international suppliers of
goods and services, the Commission’s proposal raises the question about the extent to which
the digital services tax will be shifted to customers, e.g. through higher prices for certain online
intermediation and advertising services, and higher prices for final consumers respectively. This
would generally be possible if these services cannot easily be replaced by services from alternative
suppliers domestically or from abroad, which is the case for many platform services which allow
firms and consumers to benefit from unique network effects. As the digital services tax would
affect sectors where the competition usually comes from other firms than big technological
companies, these businesses would be affected by the digital services tax too. The effect is critical
for understanding if the digital services tax will ultimately lead to lower wages and salaries, less
employment in companies depending on digital services and higher consumer prices.
The argument of the Commission is that the profit margins of digital firms are substantially higher than in
comparable firms (European Commission 2017), even though this claim is not supported by empirical data (Bauer
2018): ergo, they, according the reasoning of the Commission, should be taxed more. However, the more important
problem with such reasoning is that investors and shareholders are likely to escape this burden when economies are
open and capital is mobile. They could also escape the burden when they find other ways to maintain profitability,
e.g. to pass on the burden to workers and their customers.
6
It should be noted that companies affected by the tax can only change prices if suppliers (lower prices) and
customers (higher prices) face high switching costs.
5
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Box 1: Who is bearing the economic burden of a corporate tax?
Studies about the incidence on capital owners (shareholders) are mixed. The results are
usually sensitive to assumptions about the openness of the economy. As a general rule,
the smaller the share of the corporate tax burden that is borne by workers and consumers,
the more it is borne by shareholders (capital owners), and vice versa. As capital owners,
shareholders and investors are relatively mobile between sectors and internationally open
economies, investment will show a relative decline after an increase in taxes as investors
search for higher after-tax returns elsewhere, which implies that the tax burden is borne
more by immobile factors, i.e. workers and consumers.
Capital ownership matters too. Some companies are owned by other companies, some
are owned by pension or health insurance funds, a financial services firm or a publicsector institution, which are all characterised by different investment policies, differences
in financial engagement and different degrees of long-term commitment. It is close
to impossible to take into consideration all of these factors, which impact on the tax
incidence borne by shareholders. At the same time, the empirical literature strongly
suggests that the greatest part of the tax burden is carried by others, and not by the
owners and shareholders.
Fuest (2013), for example, argues that most empirical studies focus the economic burden
on workers, whereby the results suggest that workers’ wages decline by roughly 50 per
cent of the additional corporate tax revenue raised. The incidence on workers can be
observed within a period of one to four years after the tax change. Some studies come
to the conclusion that the economic burden on labour is even higher. Felix (2017), for
instance, finds that the decline in wages in response to higher taxes is equal to more than
four times the revenue raised by the corporate tax. Fuest et al. (2013) find that on average
wages decline by 77 per cent of the corporate tax revenue raised. Similarly, Fuest et al.
(2017) find that workers carry about half of the total economic burden resulting from a
tax change, whereby low-skilled, young and female employees bear a larger share of the
tax burden.

Won’t the digital services tax affect downstream output and offline sales?
It is implausible that the main effect of the digital services tax would be that shareholders of
the taxed firms accept higher taxes and lower margins. After all, their global effective tax rate
is actually high (often higher) or comparable to other large and less digital enterprises like
Volkswagen and Louis Vuitton (LVMH) and sectors like manufacturing or foods and beverages
(Bauer 2018). It is simply untrue that there are vast untaxed digital profits out there that could
be taxed by European governments without effects on others.
Consequently, many firms would pass on the tax to others, and some of those would be
downstream users and customers. Indeed, for indirect taxes (value-added, excise and sales taxes)
there is a vast amount of empirical evidence suggesting that companies pass on these taxes to a
significant extent to consumers through higher prices for goods and services (see, e.g., Cawley
and Frisvold 2016; Benedek et al. 2015; Smart and Bird 2009; Carare and Danninger 2008;
Carbonnier 2007). Importantly, numerous studies report significant over-shifting effects for new
taxes or tax increases: changes in taxes drive price increases that are bigger than the original tax
increase (see, e.g., Bergmann and Hansen 2010; Besley and Rosen 1999). In addition, the taxinduced-price increase is often found to be higher the smaller a market and the lower competition
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in this market (see, e.g., Etilé et al. 2018; Andrade et al. 2015). As those companies effectively
targeted by the Commission are in fact leading players in the markets for online advertising and
online intermediation services – and leaders in the innovation cycle –, it is very likely that the
digital services tax will to a substantial extent be passed through to consumers.
The size of that effect is debatable, but it is obvious that the burden of a tax on digital services will
to some extent be passed on to the consumers of these services. At firm-level, it is very likely that
the magnitude of the pass-through effect is much higher for low or negative margin operations.
A company with a two percent profit margin will simply have no choice but to pass on the tax
burden to downstream consumers in order to commercially survive. Not passing the tax on to
consumers would wipe out business profitability and result in lower levels of market competition
and upward pressure on the prices charged by other companies to downstream consumers.
Why wasn’t it a priority for the Commission to study the effects? After all, these customers
are other businesses, including many SMEs, micro businesses and self-employed persons, but
also public institutions in Europe. Digital advertising, for instance, is a cost-effective marketing
tool, which often allows firms to reach their target audience better than most other forms of
marketing.
The top advertisers on Facebook are large companies, usually operating internationally and
of which many are headquartered and taxed in the EU (Nielsen 2018). But advertising and
online intermediation are also increasingly used by start-ups and SMEs to create new business
opportunities and to develop stronger market positions (see, e.g., Rugova and Prenaj 2016). For
many SMEs and micro businesses such as restaurants and craftspeople, online advertising is a
big driver of their offline sales.
In addition to businesses, public institutions are frequent, large and, therefore, important
customers of online advertising companies like Facebook and Twitter. Germany’s Ministry for
Defence, for example, is a large customer of Facebook, spending 3.34 million EUR on advertising
services between 2013 and 2018, followed by the Ministry of Justice (450,000 EUR), and the
Ministry of Healthcare, spending 400,000 EUR for campaigns on healthcare education (Epoch
Times 2018). As for online intermediation services, Amazon’s Marketplace for businesses allows
public institutions to drive savings for taxpayers and at the same time reduces procurement
complexity, the potential for fraud and the cost of monitoring of compliance (AmazonBusiness
2017). Taxing these services would probably increase their price and decrease the value-added
generated by these services on the part of those who use and depend on them.
Won’t the digital services tax particularly hurt small and micro businesses?
There is a related question on the effects on downstream users that is particularly important to
Europe’s SMEs and micro-firms: won’t the effect of the digital services tax hurt small businesses
the most? Survey data for the EU demonstrate that the use of online platforms is already very
important for SMEs: 37 per cent of SMEs surveyed already sell their products and/or services on
the Internet (Eurobarometer 2016). Lacking the administrative capacities of large companies,
SMEs and micro businesses are the ones who mainly benefit from new marketing opportunities
and lower costs in accessing foreign markets.
When the tax burden is passed on to B2B consumers of online services, the adverse impact
generally affects corporate customers in other sectors of the economy as well as final consumers
of literally all types of digital and non-digital goods and services. Since digital advertising and
online intermediation services are to a large extent consumed by SMEs and micro businesses that
operate with low-profit margins and often limited scope to pass on the tax burden to consumers,
it is these companies where the ability to add value as well as profitability and solvency is put at
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risk (see, e.g. Gatautis et al. for a recent analysis about how SMEs use possibilities of platforms
to innovate their own business models).
Small and micro businesses provide the customer base for many tech companies. The majority
of corporate customers of Facebook are SMEs (Real Business 2017). Similarly, more than half
of all items sold on Amazon online come from SMEs (CNBC 2017). As key users of digital
platforms with very high switching costs, SMEs and micro businesses look likely to be most
affected by taxes on online intermediation and digital advertising services. It is relatively easy for
big tech companies to pass on the tax burden to small firms because of their limited bargaining
power (contrary to large companies consuming these services at special conditions) and the
network effect of platforms. Smaller firms, especially the consumers of digital services, are in
a different situation. It is cost-effective to buy ads on Facebook, and there isn’t exactly a direct
rival to Facebook out there that could offer a similar service. Other services can only offer the
outreach effect at much higher costs, e.g. higher average costs for clicks or much higher costs
for reaching the same number of potential customers. Therefore, is there a risk that the digital
taxes will change the competitive balance between large and small firms to the advantage of the
former? After all, a digital services tax is likely to further deteriorate the price negotiation power
of large firms compared to small businesses and self-employed persons using digital services to
make a living.
Could the digital services tax become a tax on investment in the EU Member States?
If the existing knowledge of corporate income tax is a good bellwether for the digital services tax,
the essence of incidence and pass-on effects is that the digital services tax would indeed become
a tax on investment in the EU. If that happens, the economic cost of the digital services tax
would be much higher over time than the static effects that would result from higher prices for
consumers or lower wages for workers. A digital services tax could push technological innovation
and experimentation with new business models outside the EU. Europe could simply become
a less hospitable place for innovative entrepreneurs that want to contest markets and challenge
incumbents. Given the strong desire on the part of the European Commission to expand the
Digital Single Market and make EU Member States leaders in digitalisation, it was expected that
the digital services tax would come with a strong motivation to show why the taxes would not
hurt investment and digital innovation in EU Member States. In reality, though, there is nothing
in the Commission’s analyses that address these concerns.
Why is this important? Competition for return on investment (ROI) is a key feature of market
economies. The tax incidence borne by investors and shareholders decreases the relative
competitiveness of investments in the EU for those companies that are directly affected by the
tax. If you run a digital company that is dependent on external funding for its survival, a three
percent tax on turnover would require even more – potentially, a lot more – external funding.
Moreover, a digital services tax would likely reduce investment in those companies that depend
on the taxed digital services to generate value, including non-digital SMEs and micro businesses
using digital platforms for offline sales and advertisement services. Accordingly, a tax on certain
digital business activities would decrease the relative attractiveness to invest in all those businesses
that are directly and/or indirectly affected by the tax.
Moreover, it is an illusion that a digital services tax would fall only on those firms that are nonEuropean. A tax exclusively levied on revenues made in the EU would not only hit large digital
companies from abroad (mainly the US); it would also hit digital and non-digital companies
headquartered or located in EU Member States aiming to grow and gain market shares globally.
A digital services tax would make them reconsider a relocation in order to be able to grow and
expand in a better tax environment such as the US or Asian countries. The relative attractiveness
of the EU as an investment hub for growing digital companies and innovative, digitally-enabled
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businesses (often digital and non-digital SMEs) would decrease. Investors seeking a good
return on their investment would move capital in general and future FDI in particular to other
jurisdictions that offer a similar investment environment, but lower burdens from corporate
tax. As a result, EU Member States would see less investment in innovative businesses through
venture capital and other means of corporate finance.
Consequently, the likely impact on liquidity, profitability and returns on investment will deter
investment in innovative technologies and new business models in the EU. Any corporate tax,
irrespective of its actual tax base, negatively impacts on the cost, cash flow, liquidity and the
profitability of a company. These financial indicators matter for investors seeking a certain
return on investment. The relationship between corporate taxes and investment activity is welldocumented in tax analysis. As a general rule, complex and compliance-intensive tax rules and a
high tax burden deter investment in jurisdictions whose tax systems show these characteristics.
There is a critical factor with new firms and business models which needs consideration: many
of the firms that drive innovation and economic renewal in the digital space make losses. For
instance, many unicorns in Europe – companies that are valued at more than 1bn USD – do not
make profits. And those who are profitable usually were not for a long period of time because
young and growing firms have to invest so much in order to reach scale. It stands to logic
that a digital tax on gross revenues (rather than profits) would disproportionally punish those
companies that are loss-making or operating on low-profit margins. This holds true for those
digital companies that are directly affected by the digital services tax and those to which the
burden is passed on.
In fact, a revenue tax on digital firms would be a very regressive tax – and its effect could
potentially be that there will eventually be fewer companies with the capacity to compete with
incumbents. As shown by Figure 1, the overall impact of a revenue tax of three percent is negatively
correlated with corporate profitability. For a company with a low-profit margin of five percent,
the tax would be equivalent to a corporate income tax rate of 60 per cent. For a company with
a high-profit margin of 50 per cent, the tax would be equivalent to a corporate income tax rate
of only six per cent. In other words, even if crediting of these taxes against standard corporate
tax paid in other jurisdictions would be allowed, a low-profit company may still have to bear a
disproportionally higher tax burden compared to high-profitability companies.

Figure 1: Impact of a three per cent revenue tax on effective corporate tax rates
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Source: ECIPE.
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In addition, an exclusive tax on the gross revenues of certain digital services in the EU would hit
those companies that invest to grow and to break even, aiming to become a profitable business or
even a profitable globally-operating company. A tax on gross revenues may even turn a profitable
business into a loss-making entity and therefore threaten its solvency, i.e. its overall existence and
employment respectively. That does not just mean small single-person start-ups. A tax on the
gross revenues of Spotify, for example, which is a large European digital platform-based company
that still does not make profits (Spotify started in Sweden in 2008), would further turn this
company into the red and wipe out its operating capital. Investors are likely to withdraw some
funding, urge the management to stop investments in growth in the EU, or relocate operations
to non-EU countries if they are confronted with taxes that disproportionally hit young, growing
and loss-making firms.
Finally, in its proposal on detailed technical amendments to EU rules on value-added tax (VAT)
of May 2018, the European Commission calls VAT “one of the most growth-friendly forms of
taxation” and argued that before the introduction of common Value Added Tax (VAT) system
“turnover taxes distorted competition and hindered the free movement of goods” (European
Commission 2018f ). It is surprising that the same strand of the European Commission is now
advocating taxes on revenues made from digital services, which would distort competition
within the EU. As these taxes would prevent a number of low profitability EU businesses to
continue to trade and expand across EU borders, the digital services tax would, as recognised
by the Commission, effectively hinder the free movement of goods and services in the EU’s
(Digital) Single Market.
Could the digital services tax hurt innovation, economic renewal and convergence in the EU?
Innovation is a driver of change – and, for a decade or more, new digital enterprises have
helped to change many sectors and economies for the better. Online platforms, for instance,
enable interactions between multiple intermediate and end-users. They create value-added
for both sides of the market, producers and consumers of goods and services.7 Accordingly,
the real economic benefits of Amazon, Google, Facebook, Airbnb and others are not created
where these companies are headquartered, but where their services and innovations are adopted,
i.e. corporations and consumers using these services across the globe, with extremely positive
impacts on employment and personal incomes. Consequently, it is important to understand if a
digital services tax actually would become a tax on the economic benefits generated and fuelled
by digital innovations. That question needs a response by the supporters of the digital services
tax before it should even be considered.
We have already touched upon the potential damages to SMEs and micro businesses likely
to result from a digital services tax, but there is also a specific concern related to innovation:
it is very often new firms that bring innovation to the market and platforms spurring small
businesses’ sales, growth and employment. Making the benefits for small businesses costlier to
adopt naturally comes with the risk of raising the barriers to economic renewal in the EU and
would prevent economic convergence of EU Member States.

The economic benefits of online platforms are well-documented by the literature (see, e.g., Rochet and Tirole 2014;
OECD 2009; WEF 2017; Biagi and Falk 2017). In a study published by the Joint Research Centre of the European
Commission, Martens (2016, p. 3) outlines the major benefit of online platforms, stating that “[o]nline platforms
thrive on the dramatic decline in digital information costs that enables many exchanges that were not feasible in
offline markets because of high information costs. This generates economic benefits for all users.”
7
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The European Commission has presented ideas for a digital services tax – specifically addressing
digital firms on the motivation of improving the corporate income tax. The Commission has
not presented any supporting evidence about the consequences of this tax. The Commission was
duly criticised by the EU’s Regulatory Scrutiny Board for not saying much about the impact of
the digital services tax – and that criticism can be widened.
First, the Commission ignores the fact that only people – not organisations – can bear the burden
of a tax. While firms are formally required to pay corporation taxes to national tax authorities,
they do not bear the economic burden of the tax. The question for all policymakers that are
careful about taxes is first to inquire where the tax burden will be passed on to and whether this
is actually the people they want to tax, e.g. workers, self-employed persons and final consumers.
Second, corporate tax practices will change as a consequence of the digital services tax – and new
corporate taxes will certainly have an effect on tax planning. Corporate taxes, in general, are far
from being user-friendly. On current trend, a digital services tax would only add another opaque
layer to corporate taxation in the EU. In addition, the tax world knows thousands of bilateral tax
treaties, annexes, protocols, technical explanations and memoranda of understanding. Bespoke
bilateral agreements add complex layers of regulations to a largely non-transparent and in many
ways discriminatory tax regime.
A digital services tax would only aggravate this situation and further undermine the willingness
of national tax authorities to cooperate internationally to simplify domestic and international
tax rules. A digital services tax would create new loopholes and economically benefit those
identifying these loopholes, i.e. lawyers and tax advisors. Despite the Commission’s intention, a
digital services tax would likely exacerbate practices of profit shifting and distract attention away
from the urgent need to improve international rules for taxation.
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